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Statistical fluctuations in the number of neutrons in a pile which is just under critical and
contains distributed neutron sources such as spontaneous fissions, ' a —n reactions, etc. , are
considered for the following two cases: (a) The delayed neutrons are taken into account, but
the pile is assumed to be operating at a steady power, and (b), the power at which the pile
operates is assumed to change periodically, but the delayed neutrons are neglected.

For both cases the expression for the standard deviation of the number of neutrons is derived,
and in case (a) the expression for the coefficient of correlation between the number of neutrons
and the number of excited nuclei of each particular type, which lead to the formation of the
delayed neutrons, is also given.

The method used throughout the calculations is that of the probability generating function.
For the case of a steadily operating pile, the effect of a finite resolving time of the recording

instrument upon the observed value of the standard deviation of the number of neutrons is also
determined through a study of the spectrum of the fluctuations.

I. INTRODUCTION

E consider a chain-reacting pile in which
there is a source of neutrons (spontaneous

hssions, a —e reactions, cosmic rays, etc.). Let N
be the number of neutrons present in the pile,
and let QA, QA, Q3 Q be the number of radio-
active fission-product nuclei of decay constants
a&, a2 a, respectively, capable of giving off
delayed neutrons. The time-dependent equations
for N and Q; are

m

dN/dt =5—(1 tt'/r) N+ Q —ct,;Q.;, (1.1)
4=—'I.

(1.2)(dQ;/dt) = (c;/r)N a;Q;—

Here 5= the number of neutrons emitted by the
source per unit time,

0'= the mean number of neutrons formed
instantaneously per neutron lost in
the pile through absorption or escape,

c,= the mean number of radioactive nuclei
of type i formed per neutron lost,

a=the mean lifetime of a neutron in the
pile.

It is also convenient to define

c =P c;= the mean number of delayed
i~1

neutrons formed per neutron lost,
' Contribution from the Chalk River Laboratories of the
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k =k'+ t, = the effective multiplication fac-
tor of the system.

Equations (1.1) and (1.2) would be satisfied
exactly if neutron capture and production were
continuous processes. Since they are, in fact,
discrete elementary processes occurring at ran-
dom, the rates dN/dt and dQ, /dt given by (1.1)
and (1.2) are only average rates, and .the true
rates will fluctuate about these average rates.
As a result, the actual values of N and Q; at any
given time will not be given exactly by the solu-
tion of (1.1) and (1.2), but will fluctuate at
random about these solutions. It is the object of
this paper to estimate the magnitude of these
fluctuations in a number of cases.

Let P(N, Q&, Q2,
', t) be the probability that

N neutrons, Q~ nuclei of type 1, Q2 nuclei of
type 2, etc. , are present in the system at time t.
The average number of neutrons is

(N) .=Z 2 2 NP(» Q Q "
Q1 Q2

and the average number of nuclei of type i is

(Q')A = Z Z Z' ' O'P(N Q~ Q2 ' ' ' ' t) (1 4)
Q1 Q2

A measure of the fluctuations in X is given by
the standard deviation

sA~ ——(N')A„—(N) '= Q 1PP(N, Q;; t)
N, Qs

—
L Q NP(N, Q, ; t)]'. (1.5)

N, Qs
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X, Qi N Qi

The problem is to obtain values for (X)A„, (Q;)A„,

y~~, p~;, and q;I,. To do this we define the
"probability generating function"

F(x, y2, y2, , t) =g g P. ~ ~

Q1 Q2

Xx y2 'yp' P(X, QA, Q2, , t). (1.8)

This function has the property that

Fl vj,A=1=1,

(cV)A, —xaF/»
l
*=2;=—2,

(Q )A =»~F/~»
I
*=2'=2

vp =[(xB/»)2F (xBF/»—)'j =„;=i,

~~ = [x(~/»)y j(~/~y j)F

(1.10)

(1.11)

(1.12)

xy;BF/» jj—F/By;jz=vv;=2, (1.13)

AA=L3 j(~/~y )y.(~/~y )F
—y yABF/By j BF/vjy&]x=jv, =i, (1.14)

as is easily verified by differentiation of (1.8),
since

Q P(» Q, ; t) = 1.
N, Qs

In the next section, a partial differential equa-
tion for I' will be derived. F'rom this equation it
is possible to obtain expressions for the deriva-
tives of Fwhen x and all the y; are equal to unity,
and from Eqs. (1.9) to (1.14) we ca,n then obtain
the mean values and mean deviation of
and Q;.

II. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR THE
GENERATING FUNCTION

We also define

qA j= (&Qj)Av
—(&)Av(Q j)Av

= P XQjP(» Q, ;t)
N Qi

—[P XP(X, Q, ; t))
N, Qi

X[2 Q P(Ã Q, ; t) j, (1.6)
N. Qi

W jA
= (QjQA)Av (Qj)Av(QA)Av

= 2 QjQ.P(» Q„ t)
Nv Qi

—
I EQ,P(»Q';t)jl ZQ~(»Q' t)] (17)

and, consequently, for the probability generating
function F defined by (1.8). To do this, let us
suppose that we know the probabilities at time t,
and let us try to determine what they become at
time t+dt. , i.e. , after an infinitesimal time in-
terval.

The probability that in such an interval two
fundamental processes occur is O(dt2); we need
only consider, therefore, the effect of a single
process (emission by the source, capture with
possible fission, or emission by excited fission-
product nuclei).

Let us introduce the function

f(X, y„y, ) = g f2vvm2m2 X"y,"'",y2"', (2.1)
nims

in which pnmym2 ~ ~ is the probability that a cap-
ture process will lead to formation of n instan-
taneous fission neutrons, and m; radioactive
fission-product nuclei of type i. pnmim2 ~ .- will
certainly be zero for g 222,)2, and perhaps even
for Q m, )1, i.e. , at most one or two delayed
neutrons are emitted in one fission. We note the
identity

The multiplication factor (i.e., the average
number of neutrons released in the system per
neutron lost through escape or absorption) is

k =P (22+ P 222;) Pvvm2m 2

nm

= (xB/Ox+ Q y;vj/By; )f l
*,vv;=i. (2.2)

The mean square of the number of neutrons
formed per neutron lost is

k =P [22+P 222 '] Pvvm2vvv2 ~

= [x/»+2 y'~/~y~j'fl *.'=~ (2 3).
We may then write

tj2f g2f g2f
k2 —k = +2 Q +Q —. (2.4)

BX i BXByi i, i By;By,

In the notation of paragraph 1, we may break 4
down into its component parts:

k'= ~f/» I *,2,i=~

due to instantaneous neutrons, and
We wish to establish equations for the rates of

variation of the probabilities P(X, Q&, Q2, , t) ~* = ~f/~y'I .2' (2.6)
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due to delayed neutrons of class i, where

k=k +P c;=k +c. (2 7)

Let us also introduce the abbreviation

c'= L2 g B'f/BxBy, +P B'f/By;By~]* y, =i, (2.8)

(iv) the probability that no source emission,
neutron loss, or radioactive decay takes place in
time dt„multiplied by the probability that there
were at the beginning of this time N neutrons,
Q; nuclei. This is

k2 k= B—'f/Bx'+c' (2.9)
~

1 —SCh —N——p a,Q,Ct ~P(N, Q„Q,. . . ;t).

For the source emission, we may introduce a Combining the above results we get
similar function, P(N, Qz, Q2, h+ct)
g(x, yz, y2' ' ') = P gnmzm2 ~ x"yz yg ' ' ', (2.10)

where the gn~~~2. - ~ are source emission proba-
bilities similar to the p~mzmm" . We shall, how-

ever, for simplicity, assume that the source
produces only one neutron at a time, i.e. , that
g(x, y; . .) =x. It can be shown that this assump-
tion does not seriously affect any of the results
of this paper.

Given the probabilities for different numbers
of neutrons and radioactive 6ssion-product nuclei
at time I;, what is the probability that there are
N neutrons, Q; nuclei of type f, at time t+Ch?
It is made up of four terms:

(i) the probability that there are (N —1)
neutrons, Q; nuclei of

types'

at time t; multiphed
by the probability that a source emission gives
rise to one neutron in time dr. This is

P(N 1, Q„Q„;—t)SCt.

(ii) the probability that there are (N —I+1)
neutrons, (Q;—zzt, ) nuclei at time t, multiplied

by the probability that a neutron loss gives rise
to the production of n neutrons and rn; nuclei
in time dh. This is

Pn, ~; P(N n+1, Qg —mg, —Q2 —m2, ~, h)

'pemlm2' ' '

=P(N 1, Qz, —Q2, , t)Sch

+Q P(N n+1,—Qz —mz, Q2 ntg, —
, t)

hami

X ((N zt+1)Ct—/r) P

+Q P(N —1, Qz, , Qz+1, ~ ~; t)az(Qz+1)Ct

+t 1 SCt —N(Ct/ —) —p a Q Ct)

XP{N, Q„Q„. ; t).

Let us now multiply both sides of the above by

gNy gQ 1y ~Q 8 ~ ~ ~

and sum over N, Qz, Q2, ~ . The left-hand side
becomes F(t+Ch), and the terms on the right
become, respectively,

SCtxF, f(x, y,)—BF/Bx, x P a,BF/By, ,

dt BI BF
F(t) SFCh x ——P a—;y—, Ct .

BX & 8/s

By equating the two sides, dividing by cQ, and
letting dh—&0, we get

BF/Bt=(x —1)SF+r '(f(x y;) x)BF/Bx—
+Q a;(x y;) BF/By; (2—.11).

(iii) the probability that there are (N —1)
neutrons, (Qz+1) nuclei of a particular type I
and Q,(iWI) of all others, multiplied by the
probability that a nucleus of type I decays in
time dI,. This is

Qz P(N 1, Qz, ~ ~ ~ Qz+1, —~; t) (Qz+1)azCh,

where ai is the decay exponent of radioactive
nuclei of type I.

It should be noted that the derivation of this
equation does not demand the assumption of the
constancy in time of S, f(x, y,), or r We shall, in.
fact, in later sections, deal with cases in which
some of these quantities vary with time.

From the equation for Ii, it is possible, by
differentiating successively and putting x, y;= 1,
to obtain equations for (N)A„(Q;)A (pzzzz M'pÃj p j, '

and also, if desired, the higher moments of the
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probability distribution. In simple particular
cases it may even be possible to solve Eq. (2.11)
completely for F.

III. STEADILY OPERATING PILE

In the case of a pile operating at a constant:
mean intensity, all the probabilities F(W, Q;; t).
are independent of time, and therefore

8F/Bt =0.

The differential equation (2.11) thus becomes

S(x—1)F+r '[f(x, y,) x]F, —

+Q a;(x —y,)F;=0, (3.1)

where the subscripts x, i indicate differentiation
with respect to x, y, , respectively.

Differentiating (3.1) in turn by x and each
of the y;, adding the resulting equations, and
setting x =y; = 1, we obtain, with the help of
(1.10), (2.2), and (2.6),

so that

pNN = [1+(ke —k) /2 (1—k) ](X)A,

= [(kA
—k) /2Sr](X)A„'+ (XA„). (3.7)

'I'hus when the power level is changed by
varying k, the mean square Huctuations are
essentially proportional to the square of the
number of neutrons; in other words the mean
fractional deviation of the number of neutrons
from the mean is independent of the number.
We shall see in the following sections how this
conclusion is modi6ed when the delayed neutrons
are taken into account.

B. One Delayed-Neutrori Period

Let us assume that only one type of 6ssion-
product nucleus gives rise to delayed neutrons.
Equations (3.3) to (3.5) then become

(1—k+c) AN —epA~Q

= [lf**+(1—k+ )](&& (3.8)

(X)A„——F,=Sr/(1 —k);

(Q;)A, = F;=c;Sr/e; (1 k), .
—(3.2)

C AN+�(1 k+C+e) pNQ e+QQ

= (f*.—2c)P')". (3 9)

.+ = (c+lf„)P)" (3»).where e; =a;v .
Differentiating (3.1), in turn, by all sets of

Add (3 8) (3 9) d (3 10)
two of the variables x and y; and setting x =y, = 1,
we obtain the following set of equations for the (1—k)(pNN+qNQ)
moments y~~, p~;, pg, = [-,'(k, —k)+(1—k)](N)A, . (3.11)
(1—k+c) VNN Qe; VN, —

= [kf.*+(1—k+c) ]&&)A. (3 3)

c~cpNN+(1 —k+c+e') pN, —Q e,p;,
7

= (f„—2c;)(X)A„(3.4)

C (KANA CAN +(e '+'ee) y 'A'

Solving (3.8), (3.10), and (3.11), we And

(1—k+e) (ke —k)
PNN (N)Av 1+

2(1—k) (1—k+e+c)
—C2

1 —k+e+c
(3.12)

= (f'.+2C'~'.)P)" (3 5)

We shall solve these equations for the case when
there are no delayed neutrons, for one delayed-
neutron period, and for many delayed-neutron
periods.

A. No Delayed Neutrons

When the delayed neutrons are neglected, Eqs.
(3.3) to (3.5) reduce to the single equation

(1—k) VNN
——[-', (k2 —k)+(1—k)](X)AIII (3.6)

c(ke-k)
'PNQ = (+)Av

, L2(1 —k) (1—k+e+c)+, (3.13)
1. —0+&+c

c'(ke —k)
v QQ

= (P')A. /e)
2(1 —k) (1 —k+e+c)

YACC

+ +c'+-', cf„„. (3.14)
1 —k+e+c
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When 1 —k»c and 1 —k&) e, this is identical with
the expressiori (3.7) for the case in which there
are no delayed neutrons. However, when the
number of neutrons is increased by bringing k
closer to unity, (3.15) increases more slowly than
(3.7), i.e. , the delayed neutrons tend to smooth
out the fluctuations.

In practice e will be much smaller than c:
(c=0.01; k = r/(lifetime of delayed-neutron emit-
ters) = 10 ' sec./10 sec. =10 4). There will, there-
fore, be a range of values of k for which
A«(1 —k) «c, so that

AN = ((k2 —k)/2c)(N)A„ (3.16)

i.e. , in this range the fluctuations increase with
the square root of (N)A, . Finally, if 1 —k»k,
(3.15) becomes

(kA-k)e
(N)Av

2Sr(c+A)

i.e. , the Huctuations are again proportional to
(N)A„, but with a, smaller constant of propor-
tionality than in the case of no delayed neutrons.

C. Several Delayed-Neutron Groups

When there are m distinct groups of delayed
neutrons, the equations to be solved are (3.3),
the m equations (3.4), and the -,'m(m+1) equa-
tions (3.5). These equations determine the
—,'(m+1) (m+2) quantities AN v pN4, and p,k.

Adding (3.3), all Eq. (3.4), and all Eq. (3.5)
multiplied by &, we obtain

(1 k) (PNN+ Q PNv')

= (N)A, [,'(kA —k) + (1—-k) j. (3.18)

Let us define c* by

In practice the second term in the bracket of
(3.12) will be large compared to the first and
third, so that we have, approximately,

(1 —k+k) (kA —k)
PNN —(N)Av

2(1—k) (1 —k+4+c)

(kA —k) (1—k+4)= (N)A„' . (3.15)
25r (1 —k+e+c)

Equations (3.3) and (3.18) for qNN and p AN;

are now exactly similar to Eqs. (3.8) and (3.11)
for y~~ and kg, with e* taking the place of e.
The solutions are, therefore,

(1 —k+A*) (kk —k)
qNN =(N)A. 1+

2(1 —k) (1 —k+c+k~)

(3.20)
2(1 —k+c+A~).

c(kk -k)
Z yN, =(N)A,

2(1 —k) (1—k+c+A*)

C

+ (3.21)
2(1—k+c+A*)

The problem is to find e*. To do this, in other
words to determine the proper weight function
to be used in averaging the e;, we have to solve
Eqs. (3.3) to (3.5) numerically. This can be
done if the number of delayed-neutron periods is
not too great.

In the special case where 1 —k is small enough,
it is possible to obtain approximate explicit ex-
pressions for the q's.

We first solve (3.5) for p;k, obtaining

'Pv7v [Cv' PN1r +Ck &PN4

+(N)A. (f*k+2r'~'k) j/(~'+Ak) (3 22)

Equation (3.4) becomes

~Ã.Pea —~ sA PX'
(1 —k+k, ) qN, —P

=C4yNN+(N)A [f,4vC, +P ekf k/(—A, +ok) j (3.23).

Let us now assume

(1—k)/A, = @~&&1. (3.24)

Since qNN»(N)A„and qNN»Sr, the right-hand
side of (3.23) is" approximately equal to c;AN.
Let us assume for a moment that the summation
on the left-hand side may be neglected. Equation
(3.23) then becomes, approximately,

qN;= [C,/e;(1+P, )]PNN = (C4/e4) PPN(1 —P~). (3.25)

Q k4PN4=A Q PNv'. (3 19) We now substitute this into the summation to
see whether the assumption that the summation
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may be neglected is justified. Ke find

2 (~ »c' e. ~
"—c»v~*) /(~'+~i)

=c 0'ii'ii' Q (ti' p )cq/(e'+e') ~

The derivation of the differential equations for
(N)A„and e~~ does not differ from that when the
function f has constant coef6cients. The equa-
tions are

d(N) A„/dt =S «(N)—A„(« = (1—k)/r), (4.1)
Our assumption is justi6ed if

IZ (t *—t t)ci/(e. +~~) &&1
d emit/dt = —2«q~~+ «2(N)a»+S» (4 2)

for all i. This will be true if

p,((1/P(c;/e, ) for all t'

Neglecting ti; in (3.25), we have

v»N» c»»t'xx/ei »

substituting ln (3.19), we find

(3.28)

where «2 ——(kn —2k+1)/r = (k~ —1)/r. This is very
nearly constant if k remains near unity.

The solution of (4.1) is

(N)A„——exp' — ' «dt'
()

~t ( (~t»

S ~' exp~ «dt" ~dt'+(N(0)), (4 3)
Jo

*=+c*/fQ (c'/ '). Inserting this into (4.2) we get
3.29

Since we have assumed j.—k&&e;, we must have
1 —k((e*, so that (3.20) becomes

e*(k2—k)
pent = (N)A,

2(c+e*)(1—k)

e*(k,—k)
(N)A, ' (3.30)

2 (c+e*)Sr

for the limiting case 1 —k&(e /P (c /e ) = ~ e*/c
i.e., for sufFiciently high power levels.

IV. CASE OF VARIABLE A IN THE ABSENCE
OF DELAYED NEUTRONS

Let us consider the problem of Huctuations in
intensity, in the absence of delayed neutrons, in a
pile in which the relative probabilities of loss
and reproduction of neutrons varies with time.
Such a time var 1atlon will be met in a pulse
generator, " or in the application of cyclical
variations for determining the operating charac-
teristics of any pile.

It will be justifiable in a first approximation to
neglect the delayed-neutron term, and include
the contribution of delayed neutrons in the
source, if the period of time variation of the
function f is short compared to the delayed-
neutron periods. This will of course give a
constant source only if the mean level of opera-
tion of the pile is held constant.

(
y~~ = exp( —2 «A

)

t L(N(t'))«. «2+Sj

Xexp( 2 ~ «dt" /dt'+e~~(0) . (4.4)
fj )

Let us consider the case in which 4 is constant.
We find then that

(N(t))A„S/« =e—"'—DN(0))A„—S/«j, (4.5)

i.e. , any excess of (N(0))A. over the steady-state
value will decay or grow exponentially, according
to whether k&1 or k&1.

Substituting (4.5) into (4.2) and simplifying,
we obtain

ew~(t) —(S/2«) (1+«2/«)

= t q~N(0) —(S/2«) (1+«2/«) je-'"'

+(«~/«)DN(0))A —S/«Ze "'—e '"') (4 6)

Thus, in addition to a decay or growth of the
excess of the initial value of q~~ over the steady-
state value, there is another term which is due to
the deviation of (N(0))A„ from its steady-state
value.
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Case of Periodic "k"

Let us consider now the case in which k, and
consequently ~, is periodic with period T, i.e. ,

above, make use of the periodicity of ~, we get

—e—(2ni+2a(a)) (1+e2I+e4I+. . . +e2(n —1)1) t&

«(t+ T) = «(t).

Let us introduce the following notations:

(4 't)
A

X l~
«2e-'" &( +x(s') ~+1 e"&"'A'

(er 1 I&

t

«dt' =o(t),
0

o(T) = I..

Now suppose mT&t'&(m+1)T. Then

(4.8)

(4 9)

f A
+Se2 r,.~" «,e- &»~ +X(») 1+1(e' —1

Xe"«'&d»'+ &orr)&&(0)

~t

«dt" =mI+ o.(t' mT), —
0

Ke must again let n—+~ to neglect the transient
(4.10) effects. We then obtain

Now put &o~w (t) = Se-"&2&
1 ( 1

e'r 1 (er 1 )
I e &"&dt'=-x(t),

~o

x('I') =A. ,

We then find that, for nT&t & (n +1)T. ,

(4 11-)

(4.12)
where

+«2x(n) + 2x(n) +x2(s), (4 14)
el

t ) t'

~0 ( ~0 )

x2(t&) =
J 0

x2(T) =At

(4.15)

A(1+el+etl. l
. . .e(a. 1&I)+enrX(t .nT)—

e "I—1
=A +e"'x(t n,T)—

er —1

(N)„(t) —e—nl—a(tt)

enI

X (N)„(0)+5 A— + - e(r~x)
e' —1.

As n —+~, that is, when the oscillation has been
in effect for a sufficient length of time so that the
effect of starting has disappeared, this reduces to

(N)„„(T)=Se—'&" +x(v) (4 13)
er —1

If we now substitute into Eq. (4.4), and, as

It follows tha, t, if we put » = t —nT (that is, if I& is
time elapsed since the end of the last completed
period)

V. EFFECT OF RESOLVING TIME OF THE
MEASURING INSTRUMENT ON THE

MEASUREMENT OF STATISTICAL
FLUCTUATIONS IN A PILE

Any practical measurement of

fluctuations

will be subject to limitations imposed by the
resolving time of the measuring instrument and
by the fact that the measurements will extend
over only a finite time interval.

The effect of a resolving time of the measuring
instrument is that the quantity measured is not
an instantaneous value of N (or of the neutron
intensity), but rather a value averaged over an
interval of length At, where At is the resolving
time.

Thus Huctuations whose period is appreciably
shorter than At will not be observed. Similarly,
if the measurements extend over a time T,
fluctuations whose period are appreciably longer
than T will not be observed. In order to interpret
experimental measurements, it is therefore neces-
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sary to know the frequency distribution of thefluctuations.

Let qNN(~t& be the standard deviation of the
number of neutrons averaged over an interval
At, i.e. , the standard deviation observed when

measurements with an instrument of resolving
time At extend over an infinite time. If sharp
measurements (resolving time zero) could be
taken over a Rnite interval, T, the standard
deviation observed would be then, on the average,

PNN(r) = PNN —PNN

2NN =(N')A. —(N)A',

~N V'" = ((N)A. T')A. —(N)A. ',

where "Avr" denotes averaging over the time
interval, 1, and

VINN(T) ((N )AvT (N)AvT )Av (N )Av ((N)AvT )Av.

The standard deviation observed when meas-
urements with resolving time At extend over an
interval T is then

(i.e. , at the time t'+f) W. e may write

Rvt(NI NII .
Q

I
Q

II, )I ()
=(the probability I'(N', Q,'; t') of N'

neutrons, Q excited nuclei at t')
X (the probability PN'Q, 'N" Qt"(t) that
N', Q,

' give rise to N", Q;" in time f) (5.3)

We may introduce the probability-generating
function

G(x, x'; y;, y,'; t, &)

R*(N, N'; Q', Q*' t', k)
N, N', Qf, , Q2,

'
XxNx'N'ff, {y,qzy, 'Qt'} (5 4)

where the II;{ I indicates a product over the y's

corresponding to the various delayed-neutron
periods. Then

t

(N')A, At=(2/(At)') " dt'

tt

d&82G/dxdx'} x=x =tvt=ttt =i. (5.5)
Jo

We now determine the function yNN&~t&. The
quantity (N')A„which was used in Section II for
the calculation of Huctuations in the case of
sharp measurements, must be replaced by

This may be written alternatively, on inter-
changing the order of integrations,

(N')A At = (2/(~~)') J 0

(N2)AIA t =
t

N'N" dt'
(tie[) 2 Nv Nvv q vq vv J. .

X l dt'82G/Bx8x'}z=x =ti;=tI; =i. (5.6)
t At—

t

X { dt"R(N' N" Q.' Q" t,
' &")

t—b, t

where R(N', N"; Q,', Q;"; t', t") is the probability
that there are N' neutrons, Q,

' excited nuclei at
time t', and N" neutrons, Q;" excited nuclei at
time t". Equation (5.1) may be transformed to

v'(» y ' ~) = 2 v N Q; (~)x 'II'y' " (5 7)
N'Qi'

5.1
Our problem is now to 6nd the function G.

Let us now introduce the following proba-
bility-generating functions:

(a) Let

~t—t'

X d$ R*(N', N"; Q, ', Q;"; t', $), (5.2)

2 ~t
(N')A. A t = N'N"

~

dt'
(g[)2 Nv Nvv q. v q. vv

be the function whose coefficients are the proba-
bilities that, in the absence of sources, 1 neutron
at time 0 will give rise to N' neutrons, Q,

' excited
nuclei at time t.

(b) Let

0'"(x y' ~) = E 4N q""(~)x '11'y'"' (5 8)

where R* is the probability that there are X'
neutrons, Q„.' excited nuclei at time t', and N" be the function whose coefFicients are the proba-
neutrons, Q,

" excited nuclei at a time g later bilities that, in the absence of sources, one excited
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nucleus of type j at time 0 will give rise to X'
neutrons, Q excited nuclei at time t.

(c) Let

F (x y t) = g Px'q'~'&(t)xN'Il y e" (5.9)

be the function whose coeAicients are the proba-
bihties that X' neutrons, Q excited nuclei are
produced by a source of strength 5 in time t,
there being no neutrons or excited nuclei present
at I,=o. It is then easily demonstrated that in
the absence of sources, q~ is the probability-
genelatlng function for the 1n1tlal condltlon of X
neutrons alone present at 3=0; P&»@~' is that for
the initial condition of Q, excited nuclei of type j
alone present at 1=0.The function e»'II;p&»o~ is
the probability-generating function correspond-
ing to X neutrons, Qq excited nuclei of type 1,
etc. , at t=o. Finally, the function

where (X,($)&»„ is the mean number of neutrons
present at time $ arising from the action of the
source if E(0) =Q,(0) =0; (X (P)&»„ is the mean
number of neutrons at time P if 8=0, X(0) =1,
Q;(0) =0; (»(g)&»„ is the mean number of neu-
trons at time $ if 5=0, X(0)=0, Q;(0) =0 for
~Wj, and Q!(0)=1.

In the steady state G(x, y, , ;!,$) does not
depend on!; and (5.6) becomes

v ~~""= (2/(~~)') ) (~!-k)

But (Ã&», (N, (g))A„ i—s the average number of
neutrons which would exist at time t if 5=0,
&(0) =(&&" Q (o) =(Q &':

is the probability-generating function for the
same problem when sources are present.

It is easily verified that Q satisfies the appro-
priate di6'erential equation (2.11).

We may now write down the function

G(x, x'; y;, y; f, P).

It is, in fact, equal to

F.(x', y'', 5) F[xv (x', y'', h)

where F(x, y~, y», . , !)is the probability-gener-
ating function for the nUIIlbei of neutlons and
excited nuclei in the system at time t, as defined
in Section II. For this is equal to

F. Z F(W Q' !)(xe) (ynt "')". .

+Z', &Q»&» &»(f))»' (5 15)

Substituting in (5.14) we get

r» ~""= (2/(~!)'))" (~~ f)—
XL~»(&-(5)&» +Z v v!4!($))».1dE '(5 16)

(X„&»,(t) is determined by Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2),
with 5=0 and the initial conditions &Ã&», (0) =1,
(Q;)»„(0)=0. Let us look for solutions of the form

&X&»„——&X&»,(0)e—&',

&Q'&. =(Q*) .(o)

We 6nd that y must satisfy the equation

"—~=(1/r) 2 o'e /(a' —~), (5.17)

(X)»,——g p,e-&",
@=0

Comparison with (5.4) enables us to identify
which has (n+ 1) solutions y, . Here». " = (1 0')/r-

Differentiating (5.11) with respect to x and x', The ge"eral sol"t'on 's then

and setting all the x, x', y;, y equal to unity, we
6nd (5.18)

8 G/BXBx
i
»:=»."=y~ y =I

= && (k)&.P'(~)& +P'.(f)) (&'(~)& ~

+Z P (h)&».(&Q (~)&» (5 15) With the initial condition X(0) =1, Q;(0) =0,
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we get the equations for p, . From (3.19), (3.20), and (3.21) we have

s=0
ps= ~) (5.20)

vN~ ——(1—0+e*)4/('1 0—+e"+c);
Q c«o~& = e"cC/(1 0+—o*+c))

n.

Q &o,/(&t,. ~,) —0 (f. —1 2 . . . rt) (5 21) where
4 = —', (kg —k) (I&t')„/(1—tt),

Alternatively, the p, 's may be determined by
solving (1.1) and (1.2) above, for the case S=0,
by Laplace transforms. It is then easily veri6ed
that

so that

/ QNN

—-', 1&At(1 0+c—+ o) /(1 —k+ e*). (5.29)

++ t(1 / ),j (5 22) Similarly, it can be shown that, if y, t&t»1 for
all y„ i.e. , if At is longer than the longest relaxa-
tion period of the pile,

Since if there is only an excited nucleus present
at &=0, it must first decay, and this is followed &own' "/&oxx=2C'/K&t&o)vw

by the decay of the resulting neutron, we have = 2(1 k+ ~—*+c)/~t«t(1 —k+ .c*). (5.30)

Explicitly,

In practice At will often be longer than the
shortest relaxation period and shorter than the
longest. Let us assume that the various relaxation
periods are well separated, and that

y„+1At«1&&y„At.

(5.24) 'I'hen, by writing

because of (5.21). Substituting from (5.17) and (2/('Y)~t)')(V. ~t —1+c " ') =
(5.20) into (5.16), we get

we obtain

s&~ r+1
2/y, tt, t, s ~& r

v ~n

""/qual

g .p~ .(0)-

X &oxz&"+Q
i=1 C~ —'ys

(5.25)

Expression (5.25) may be simplifie for the
case of very small or very large values of At. If
y,At((1 for all y„we may write

p L1+2 &t&)t'N&/(ct& 'r.) )tNK j (5—.31)
s r+1 1=1

In particular, if r =0, i.e. , At is large compared to
the shortest period but small compared to all
others, (5.31) can be transformed to

w~~" "/sex =I
—(1—k) o*/(1 —k+c) (1 =k+c+ e'), (5.32)

VAth the help of (5.20) and (5.21) and the and for r=m —1, i.e. , for &t large comPared to
relation all except the longest relaxation period of the

pile,
I

psps = tie

s=0
(5.27)

pe% /PNN

(which follows from (5.17)), we can transform
(5.25) to

)tv&))&
'& = q,v~(1 —s«'At)+(At/3r) Q o&v&;&. (5.28)

=p„(1—k+e*+c)/(1 —0+e*). (5.33)

Ke may further deduce the "normalized spec-
trum" of the fluctuations. For, if S(o)do is the
proportion of fluctuations corresponding to the
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frequency 0., it follows from a theorem of Wang
and Vhlenbeck, ' that S(0) is the Fourier cosine
transform of

One can easily calculate the proportion of
fluctuations of period greater than T; it is

I P (t)&(t+ k))A (&)—A']I P~~

in fact, according to Wang and Uhlenbeck,

I'" (X(t)X(t+ g))A
—(Ã)A '

g(g) =4
0 PNN

Xcos2ma)dg. (5.34)

2'
7sT GLT

(5.36)

Using the relation

(N(t) N(t+ P))„—(1V)„'

'PÃiV(+n(t))Av+ Q 'PNlp l($))Avy

we get

The terms for which y, T((1 are approximately
equal to the corresponding term in the expression
(5.25) for ~ex""/vNN i&

T= ~'at/3 .

the terms with ysT)&1 are approximately equal
to the corresponding terms in (5.25) if

5'(~) =
n psps

&pNN Q

+Q rtlgNl
l=l G g

—"jt's

X
~ 2+4~2~2 g 2+4~2~2

(5.35)

4 M. C. Wang and G. E. Uhlenbeck, Rev. Mod. Phys. 1'7,
326 (1945).

In other words, one can get the order of magni-
tude of the ratio by which the resolving time
cuts down the fluctuations by omitting those
fluctuations whose period is more than two or
three times the resolving time.

Such a result is to be expected, since the eHect
of resolving time and finite measuring time is,
approximately, to eliminate from observation
those fluctuations of periods shorter than the
resolving time or longer than the measuring time.


